
Vacation in your
own garden.
STAYTM outdoor furniture is made to let you dream 
away in your own garden all year round. Imagine 
yourself in a hideaway and make staying home 
feel like a vacation. STAY home, STAY relaxed, 
STAY happy. 
 
We want to bring the entire holiday experience 
to you. Not only is our furniture comfortable, it’s 
also very low in maintenance and made from 
durable materials that maintain their superior 
quality, year after year. No need to stow away 
your furniture, all fabrics we use are dirt- and 
water-repellent and UV resistant. 
 
Jump straight out of the pool into our furniture, 
each piece is made from fabrics which keep their 
vibrant color even when exposed to chlorinated 
or salt water. 
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With STAY™ natural, convenience and 
natural beauty go hand in hand. The 
sustainable materials and timeless design 
of this collection give every garden a 
warm feeling.

natural double sofa with arm rest + lounger
charcoal/ dark grey

deco cushions spring green 

deco cushions spring green 

natural ceramic table

natural double sofa with arm rest + corner sofa
white/ light grey 

natural single sofa
white/ light grey

natural aluminium/ teak coffee table white

natural alu chair

natural rope chair green

Quality materials

Elegant, modern and 
timeless designs

Easy set up

Easy maintenance

Your STAY™ furniture is covered with the 
unique Sunbrella® or Sunproof® fabric. 
It is dirt- and water-repellent, so your 
furniture can stay outside all year round 
in all weather conditions.

Balanced, light and modern.
That’s how to describe each design of our 
STAY™ furniture.
The unique frames of our products ensure 
maximum comfort without compromising 
on design. A STAY™ product in your 
garden makes you feel like you’re in a 
5-star hotel.

STAY™ furniture is designed with your 
convenience in mind, ensuring that the 

setup process is quick and effortless. In 

just a matter of minutes, you’ll find yourself 

delighting in the comfort and functionality of 

your newly acquired pieces. 

So sit back, relax and enjoy your new furniture 

without the hassle of long set-up times.

STAY™ furniture doesn’t need much 

maintenance. The fabrics are not only  

water- but also dirt-repellent. In case of a 

stain, you can use some water and mild soap 

to clean it.

natural teak table

natural double sofa with arm rest + corner sofa 
charcoal/ dark grey

natural ceramic/ teak coffee table
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Converted in 
seconds from sofa to 
sunlounger. No screws 
or fixations, just flip the 
backrests and enjoy.

STAY™ flex stands out for its 
attractive design. The thick 
cushions allows you to dream 
away instantly. With the 
single, double or triple version, 
you choose an atmospheric 
moment for any company.

flex lounge chair stone

STAY™ flex is an indispensable 
eye-catcher in any garden. From 
comfortable bench to relaxing 
lounger in the blink of an eye? 
It’s possible with this flexible and 
weather-resistant collection.

flex side table white

flex double sunlounger
charcoal/ ash grey

teak floor lamp

flex side table black

flex lounge chair stone

glow table lamp black + flex high table 

flex triple sofa stone + flex low table 
 + glow floor lamp black

flex triple sofa stone + flex high table +  flex low table

glow floor lamp black

flex double sunlounger white/ stoneflex double sunlounger white/ ash grey

flex single sunlounger white/ ash grey

flex triple sunlounger white/ ash grey + flex side table white 

fly side table
green/ terracotta
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STAY™ compact is a great way 
to create extra seating and at 
the same time, by stacking, save 
space in a fun way.

Done searching for 
chairs when friends 
come over? Discover 
STAYTM compact.

STAY™ easy is a handy portable 
sitting- and lying support for 
relaxing on the beach or in the park. 
Its well-designed curves and lines 
ensure optimal support  
and comfort.

STAY™ curved makes 
your garden playful 
and fun. The curves 

have a cosy and soft 
feel and provide the 

ultimate relaxation in 
your garden.

STAYTM easy, wherever you go.

STAYTM curved, 
the ultimate relaxation.

compact charcoal/ light grey

compact white/ light grey

easy white

curved sunlounger stone
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Discover the charm of braid rope lamps: 
portable, lightweight and available in a range 
of vibrant colours. Elevate your space with 
these cosy Illuminating companions.

braid bowls: wave pure joy into 
every moment!

Easy creation for 
outdoor happiness. 

Let’s be honest... When you are done looking at 
the mess around your pool. When you don’t want 
to use your desk as a changing room. Or when you 
dream of the perfect poolparty with your own bar. 
Then waiting takes long.  

Cubetto has a range of 40 poolhouses to choose 
from. Thanks to the highly efficient way of 
producing and setting up, you will enjoy your 
poolhouse before you know it.

braid lamps charcoal/ terracotta/ green

braid bowls charcoal/ terracotta/ green
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With Cubetto we want to work in an efficient and 
sustainable way. Not only in our production facility but 
also towards you. We want to help you by providing a 
range which isn’t only practical but also sustainable.   
 
Therefore, Cubetto is made from durable materials. 
During the production process we keep waste to the 
absolute minimum. The waste we do have, is used as a 
source of energy and converted to green energy and heat.

Practical and 
sustainable.
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www.cubetto.eu
info@cubetto.eu

For everyone. 
Who wants it.

STAYTM complete 
with our range 
of accessories.

Adding a side table to 
your place will make 
your garden even cozier. 
Accessories are not only 
practical, they provide 
the finishing touch.

Our wireless lights with 
different settings provide the 
right atmosphere at any time.

douche

organic side table off white dia 26cm 

organic side table off white dia 46cm 

organic side table off white/ teak dia 32cm 

teak table lamp +  teak floor lamp

fogo fire pit white/ charoal - round/ rectangle
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Elevate your outdoor space with our minimalistic 
furniture collection, designed to harmonize 
simplicity and style. Discover the beauty of less and 
the allure of modern outdoor living.

Less is more 
when it comes to 

our minimalistic 
collection – where 

simplicity becomes 
a statement of 
sophistication.

Introducing our STAY™ comfy collection. 
Kick up your feet and unwind.

Gather around our picnic table, where 
good times and delicious meals come 
together in the great outdoors. Share 

laughter and memories with friends and 
family in style.

minimalistic double lounge charcoal/light grey

minimalistic double lounge  + corner lounge  
+ single lounge charcoal/light grey 
+ coffee table black marble

comfy beacher + footrest
charcoal/ dark grey 

picnic table teak white

picnic table teak charoal

comfy beacher + footrest  
charcoal/ dark grey

comfy beacher white/ light grey

minimalistic double lounge  
+ corner lounge charcoal/light grey 
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